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Android tablets have gotten better over the years, but it's still hard to be very productive with them out of the box (although they have some advantages). However, with a few accessories and a few apps, you can feel much more like a laptop. For all the criticism that the iPad and other tablets get for being just toys, they have... Read moreIf
you're looking for an Android tablet to use this guide, our old collection of the best Android tablets from almost a year ago still holds pretty well. Ten-inch tablets are usually better at getting work done as they offer more space for window apps, but that's largely due to personal preferences. Also be sure to check our essential package of
Android tablet apps. If you are looking for a great Android tablet, there are many... Read moreConnect a Keyboard and MouseMost tablets are turned off as simple touchscreen devices that don't require peripherals, so you'd be forgiven if you didn't realize that Android includes support for Bluetooth keyboards and mice out of the box. A
few of the keyboards in our iPad keyboard Hive Five will also work with Android devices, but there is no shortage of options at a variety of price points. The iPad is a great tablet for many things, but not all of us consider it a solid productivity... Read moreIf you want to use USB peripherals, you can use a USB OTG adapter to connect.
These are usually very cheap, although not all Android tablets support USB peripherals via this method, so be sure to check on your specific model first. Suppose your device supports USB OTG, your keyboard or mouse does not require additional configuration. Multitasking with Floating AppsOf course, your peripherals are just part of the
equation. There are a number of floating apps that you can download that allow you to multitask in the same way as on a full laptop or desktop. While there are many, here are just some of the best: Overskreen Floating BrowserOne of the most important apps on any device is the browser. While Chrome is for most leisurely browsing,
Overskreen allows you to create a floating browser window that hovers over your regular apps so you can take notes or do things while you're browsing. Tiny AppsTiny Apps is actually a suite of mini-apps that fill a variety of basic needs such as a calculator, notepad, music player controls and even a rudimentary painting window for
scribbled various doodles. While there are many other floating there are the same functions (and in some cases a little better), Tiny Apps puts them all in one place and will do the job well enough for most people. Floating YouTube Popup VideoFloating YouTube is an app we've already introduced that lets you play a YouTube video about
everything you do. This functionality is similar to what the App works natively, although it also works outside the app. Some devices, such as several of Samsung Galaxy phones, have the ability to hover videos while you... Read moreAirTerm (Terminal)It's no secret that we love the terminal, so why should Android miss all the fun?
AirTerm creates a floating command line window. While the app itself does not require root, it is worth noting that you can be quite limited in what you can achieve without it. Keyboard shortcuts can only get so far. If you really have the true power of your... Read moreQuickly (Widgets)Previously mentioned Quickly was originally designed
to add rows of shortcuts to your notification shadow, but a recent update brought the ability to create floating versions of your regular home screen widgets. Each widget can be launched directly from your shadow, which means that you can have a floating version of a computer, to-do list, device settings, email, RSS, calendar or any of the
other incredibly versatile widgets available on your Android phone or tablet. Android: Previously introduced Quickly Notification Shortcuts received an update this week that added read moreDo Everything with Remote DesktopOf course, sometimes a few extra floating apps don't really do the job. If you need a suitable laptop operating
system, you can use a Remote Desktop application to log on to your existing Windows computer. Microsoft actually has its own version of Remote Desktop for Android, which is free. Android/iOS: In addition to Windows 8.1, Microsoft today launched its Remote Desktop application for... Read moreIf you prefer something with more
options, there are many other remote desktop applications that you can use your tablet to work on your Windows computer. PocketCloud was our choice for the best VNC app, but many others like Teamviewer and Splashtop have seen a significant development. Android has some great VNC apps, and a few not so great. If we had to
choose the best, we would choose... Read moreYour Android tablet is unlikely to replace your laptop anytime soon. However, with much better battery life, more portability and features like touchscreen, built-in voice transcription, and deep integration into all your online services, there are many reasons why you should try tablets as a real
productivity tool. Android is the most popular mobile operating system in the world, but just because it's for mobile devices doesn't mean it can't be installed on the desktop. There are many ways to run Android on a PC, including Device emulators, bootable USB versions, and even complete standalone applications like BlueStacks.
Everyone has their pros and cons depending on your needs. If you want to install Android on YOUR PC, we have your back! Here is the full breakdown of the best available options. In most parts, Android is Android requires a tool called Android Studio. This is the software that developers use to enter their code, test their apps, and
manage their projects. It also happens to be a powerful Android Virtual Device Manager (AVD Manager) for setting up and installing emulators that can run full-fat Android extremely well. Using this Android virtual device has many advantages. If you select x86_64 as the architecture, you can run the Android virtual device using Intel's
Hardware Accelerated Execution Manager (HAXM) to speed up performance. In many cases, this provides a seamless experience; especially on more powerful hardware. Another great advantage of AVD is that it comes with the latest version of Android. In fact, most developers will first try out new updates for Android to see how they
affect their apps. This means that you can even try beta versions of Android before they are released! Another way the virtual device has evolved since the beginning is to include the Google Play Store on some devices. This means that you can access all the apps you've already purchased! See also: Android SDK tutorial for
beginnersThe AVD requires a little more setup than some options on this list. You must first download Android Studio (next to the SDK) and then create your new virtual device. This process gives you the ability to select the display size, memory and even the Android version. Unfortunately, the combination of Android Studio, the Android
SDK (which houses the Android virtual device) and the Android platform take up a lot of disk space. This method works on OS X, Windows and Linux without any problems. Android Studio, including the AVD Manager, can be found here. Pure Android Emulation with GenymotionGenymotion is an older Android on PC project, offering pure
Android emulation with thousands of configuration options available to customize your experience. The software runs an Android virtual device in VirtualBox, which you must also install. One of Genymotion's biggest attractions is the simulation of GPS, camera, SMS &amp; calls, multi-touch and basically all other known Android hardware
features. Other features include ADB access, support for a variety of app test frameworks, even cloud access through services like Amazon and Alibaba.Remember, however, Genymotion is primarily for developers looking for an environment in which to test their applications. As such, it is a professional environment with a selection of
price plans that match. However, you can download the Personal Edition for free Use. Open Source Android x86.org Android on PCNext on our list is a free open source option – Android x86.org.Based on the Android Open Source Project, Android-x86.org set out to make Android available to anyone with a PC. This makes Android x86
one of the best If you want to install the latest version of Android on your PC and use it as your primary operating system or run it on a VM. The software offers almost complete stock Android without supplements at all, which is a mixed bag. The good news is that Google Play Services is installed by default. The bad news is that using
something for touch on a desktop is not so intuitive. Unfortunately, the installation is also a little more involved than some of the applications listed below. The default method is to burn an Android x86 version to a bootable CD or USB stick and install the Android operating system directly on your hard drive. Alternatively, you can install
Android x86 on a virtual machine such as VirtualBox. This gives you access from your regular operating system. From your virtual machine, you can install the ISO file and then boot it into the operating system. An official guide to the installation options for Android x86 can be found here. Old but Gold – BlueStacksBlueStacks is one of the
most durable ways to install Android on PC, founded in 2011 and still strong. BlueStacks has impressive performance, although it is not a patch on the Android virtual device. Other features include: a simplified user interface, game optimizations, key mapping, and multi-instance support to run multiple apps and even Google accounts at
the same time. The user interface on Windows is more like what you would see in a Web browser. It provides fast app switching in a tab format on the top of the window. However, those hoping to install their own launchers will be disappointed. This option was removed with the release of BlueStacks 4. On the plus side, BlueStacks also
integrates with Windows to transfer files like APKs and there is even universal scopy and paste. BlueStacks remains a virtual machine at its core. So you don't quite get the native system performance, but this keeps the installation and execution of the application simple. BlueStacks 4 runs on a 32-bit version of Android 7.1.2 Nougat, so
it's not the most recent of all the options out there. It is also heavily monetized, which some find tasteless. It will repeatedly request that you download apps from its partners and suggest sponsored apps and games in the main menu. Nevertheless, BlueStacks remains one of the best ways to run android on the PC out there. See what
BlueStacks has to offer by clicking on the link below. You can download the platform at the bottom of the page. One for the players - MEmuIf you want to are to run Android games on a Windows PC, mEmu could be the way. The Chinese software is ad-supported, which could be a publicity stunt compared to alternatives. However,
MEmu's game-oriented features may be worth it for some. MEmu supports multiple instances, so you can run multiple apps at the same time to renovate multiple accounts. There is also support for keyboard keyboard Mouse input as well as gamepads so you can play your way. Other features include the ability to overload apps and the
size of the window with a minimum size that prevents apps from becoming unusable. In terms of performance, MEmu gained popularity as a faster emulator compared to BlueStacks 3. However, the race these days is much closer given the performance improvements of BlueStack 4. The latest MEmu version supports up to Android 7.1,
with Android 5.1 and 4.4 compatibility included. There are a number of other game-oriented clients that allow you to install Android on your PC, including Gameloop (formerly Tencent Gaming Buddy), NoX and others. Check out our list of the best Android emulators for more niche options.Compare the best options to install Android on
PCEach method has its pros and cons, but it really depends on what you want from Android on your desktop. Bluestacks and other emulators like it have some baggage. Genymotion uses virtualBox VirtualBox Virtualization. Android-x86 works excellently as proof of the concept, but it is not so convenient to use when comparing it with the
other options discussed in this article. Overall, this author considers the installation of the AVD Manager to be the optimal solution. While it comes packed with Android Studio, performance and flexibility are second to none. Besides, it's really free, officially supported by Google and constantly up to date. Hey Google! Why not share the
virtual device separately? Next: How to play Android games on your PC
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